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are certain vices which seem to indicate a criminality so
engrained, or at least so inveterate, that mercy is, as it
were, choked in the deadly atmosphere that surrounds
them, and dies for want of that hope upon which alone it.
can live. Vices that are incorrigible arc no proper objects
of mercy, and there are some vices which virtuous people
are found particularly ready to pronounce incorrigible.
Few brave men have any pity to spare for a confirmed
coward. And as cowardice seems to him who has the
instinct of manliness a fatal vice in man as implying
an absence of the indispensable condition of masculine
virtue, so docs confirmed unchastity in woman seem a fatal
vice to those who reverence womanhood. And therefore4,
little mercy for it is felt by those who take a serious
view of sexual relations. There are multitudes who
think lightly of it, and therefore feel a good deal of com-
passion for those who suffer at the hands of society such
a terrible punishment for it. There are others who can
have mercy on it while they contemplate it, as it were, at
a distance and do not realize how mortal to the very soul
of womanhood is the habitual desecration of all the
sacraments of love. Lastly, there are some who force
themselves to have mercy on it out of reverence for the
example of Christ. But of those who see it near, and
whose moral sense is keen enough to judge of it, the greater
number pronounce it incurable. We know the pitiless
cruelty with which virtuous women commonly regard it.
Why is it that in this one case the female sex ia more
hard-hearted than the male? Probably because in this
one case it feels more strongly, as might be expected, the
heinousness of the offence; and those men who criticise
-women for their cruelty to their fallen sisters do not

